Dinosaurs

Mystery Hunt at the Yale Peabody Museum

Ages 6 and under

1. How many dinosaurs are in the “Dinosaur Island” in the middle of the Great Hall of Dinosaurs? _________

2. What is the name of the largest dinosaur skeleton in the Great Hall? It begins with the letter B. ________________________________

3. Find the Tyrannosaurus rex skull. How many teeth does it have in its bottom jaw? _________

4. In the Great Hall, how many paddles does the giant turtle *Archelon* have? _____

5. Find T. rex in the huge *Age of Reptiles* mural that covers one entire wall of the Great Hall. What color did the artist choose to paint its eye? ____________

6. In the Great Hall there is only one dinosaur that is hanging by wires. What is the name of that dinosaur? ________________________________
   Count all of its claws (both feet and both hands). ___________

7. There is a huge fish skeleton mounted on the wall of the Great Hall above the giant turtle. What is the first letter of its name? _________